PROJECT TOOLKIT

OPEN
TABLE

A POTLUCK MEAL MADE BY MANY.

About
The
Project
Open Tables are “potluck” events where everyone who attends brings
a dish to share – an ideal way to spark conversation and connection
over food. The events provide opportunities for everyone to take
part, from decorating the space, to collaborative recipe planning,
attending shared cooking sessions and clearing up afterwards
(everyone knows the best conversations happen when washing up!).
Everyone who attends can cook a healthy dish at home or in a
shared community space, and there are plenty of opportunities to
get together to prepare ahead of the event. Open Tables are about
building connections within the community, and promoting a more
communal way of living while sharing culture and stories through
food.
The event can take place in a home, a local community space, or if
the weather’s nice, why not put out tables on the street or park and
have a meal outside!

Things You May Need To
Get Started

Tables

Chairs

Serving
Bowls

Plates &
Cups

Cutlery

Drink
Dispenser

Table Cloths

Decorations

THE BIGGER
PICTURE
Practical & participatory projects to make
everyday life better for everyone.

Sustainable
& Connected
Everyday Life
The Places Called Home Learning Together
Programme contains lots of ideas that are designed
for a sustainable and healthy future. From rewilding,
growing, upcycling, sharing, swapping, mending
and fixing, there’s an inspiring idea for everyone.
Beyond these individual concepts, the Learning
Together Programme is about something more
fundamental, the thing that underpins all of these
good ideas that are needed for our future and is at
the core of any attempt to build better ways of living
- the ability to cooperate, collaborate and learn as
a group of local people working together.
The Learning Together Programme provides the tools
for a community to grow the networks, relationships
and resilience that build and strengthen as people
come together to share activity and effort and start
projects based around sustainable and healthy
ways of doing things.
A number of the resources available will help
you develop capabilities and knowledge around
community action, sustainable and healthy living,
co-creation and participation - raising awareness of
the importance of connected neighbourhoods and
resilient households.

In particular, the toolkits provided will be a stepping
stone to trialing different ways of living sustainably
through neighbourhood participation that’s regular
and more easy to be part of everyday life.
The project toolkits can help you work together
to achieve something that impacts your area
positively, and all of the project ideas have been
inspired from projects around the world and tested
by local people in the London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham. They offer useful, practical, and
inclusive ideas that can help you make a difference
and solve problems, no matter how big or small.
All of this will add up to establishing thriving places
and creativing energetic communities and finding
appropriate, locally focussed sustainable solutions
and ways of living that make a real difference.
The online platform will provide the opportunity for
you to share your ideas, start discussions, figure out
how to overcome your challenges as an amazing
group of people striving to make life better for
everyone where you live.

Participation
Culture
Participation culture is all about practical projects and activities that are built
into the fabric of everyday life. High levels of these activities collectively help
to create inclusive and vibrant neighbourhoods that make it easy for everyone
to contribute equally. These types of neighbourhoods, where anyone regardless
of skills, confidence or time can take part in practical activities will bring people
together, creating better relationships with each other and the planet.

creating the conditions for this to occur in your area, building social infrastructure
that unlocks more opportunities and allows communities to co-create the
neighbourhoods they all want to live in. Participation culture is not about
committees and meetings – it’s about getting people together to cook, play,
make, grow and share. The more diverse the projects you start, the more
people they have they potential to attract.

The role of these toolkits is to provide a blueprint for practical projects
that foster participation culture. The kits act only as a simple starting point,
and are tried and tested ideas that will set the scene for inclusive participation
in a neighbourhood, not just relying on confident individuals with time and
skills, but instead opening up space for practical hands-on activities that bring
everyone into the picture.

Places Called Home offers an opportunity to test out some participation
culture projects in your neighbourhood, spark new ideas from the people
living nearby, and to open the floodgates of energy and enthusiasm that exist
in every street, every neighbourhood and every town or city.

Participation culture projects occur naturally when the right combination of
people and spaces exist, brought together through brilliant neighbourhood
projects where everyone feels like they have something to offer, and where
they form friendships and networks by taking part. Places Called Home is about

Inclusive Principles
A six step approach to creating a participatory network that
benefits everyone.

1

2

OPEN TO
EVERYONE NOT EXCLUSIVE
GROUPS OR
CLUBS

EVERYONE IS
VALUED, ON
AN EQUAL
FOOTING

Anyone can initiate a
Places Called Home
project.

Everybody matters!
Starting a Places Called
Home project means
creating space for
everyone to have a say
in choosing projects,
planning and taking
part. There shouldn’t be
any criteria for taking
part, tasks should be
shared, and roles
should be dynamic to
make everyone feel
equal.

If you’re reading this,
you’re ready to go!
All you need is a way
to get in touch with
people nearby and
some energy and
enthusiasm to get
started.

3
PROJECTS THAT
BENEFIT THE
WHOLE
NEIGHBOURHOOD

The projects are
designed to get
people working
together for the
benefit of everyone
in the local area. Any
resources, equipment
or spaces that are
acquired should
be accessible by
everyone, and freely
available to make all
feel included.

4

5

PRACTICAL
SPEEDY WAYS
OF WORKING
IN PROJECT
TEAMS - NOT
COMMITTEES

CHILDREN
ENCOURAGED
TO BE INVOLVED
IN PRACTICAL
PROJECTS AS
MINI-MAKERS
- NOT JUST
SPECTATORS

It’s important that when
starting a project, you
and your neighbours
share responsibility
and organise so you
can get started quickly.
Different people can
form small, efficient
teams around each
project, and those who
are responsible for
the results and most
involved should have
influence over the
decisions.

Always plan something
for the kids! In Places
Called Home, children
can also be minimakers, creating and
sharing their skills, so
allow them to host
and get involved in
everything. Including
children will make
projects more inclusive,
making it possible for
parents to participate
without worrying about
childcare.

6
SUPPORT FROM
PARTICIPATORY
CITY

The online platform
will be curated with
workshops, resources
and learning groups,
facilitated by the
Participatory City team. It
will also be full of people
across the country on
the same journey. The
platform provides an
opportunity to share and
learn from each other
while networking and
building relationships get involved!

Big Teaming
Every person living in your neighbourhood has something amazing they can contribute
to bringing project ideas to life! Big teaming is a different way of working – the aim is to
get as many people in your area benefiting from and contributing to these practical
projects as soon as possible by forming teams around what they like to do.
Keeping it Simple by Avoiding Money
Committees are often established to control and direct the activity of neighbourhood
projects. This is mostly done because small groups may be managing money, and
therefore some kind of governance is required. Working through committees can leave
people feeling worn out and exhausted, and it can slow things down and make it harder
to put things into action, which causes people to lose interest.
The Places Called Home project encourages team to organise in a way that things can
get done quickly, not wasting precious time and enthusiasm. Several of the Project Toolkits
don’t require money at all, and when they do, it’s to buy specific resources that make the
projects accessible to everyone. Acquiring equipment through recycling or upcycling
works brilliantly if you can and don’t forget to provide snacks whenever you can!
Project Groups
				
The aim of big teaming is to allow smaller groups of people to collaborate together on
individual projects that engage their skills and ideas and fit within their daily life. These
smaller groups make it easy to talk and make decisions. For example 4 people
may come together to start a bread making project like Loaf — that bakes regularly
and shares this bread with neighbours. Another set of neighbours may come together
to plant and look after an orchard, share the harvest or arrange jam making. A group of
parents may collaborate to start a walking bus. Collectively, these small groups can run
individual Places Called Home projects and together they make a big team of project
makers that can learn and share together.
Everyone is Part of the Team
Big Teaming means turning a group of strangers into a team, and this requires
leadership and support. As the teams and projects grow - many people can
participate and be involved, get to know their neighbours and share ideas, food,
skills and friendships. The Participatory City team will be running workshops on the
Places Called Home online platform to bring these Project Toolkits and your many
other ideas to life and to support developing a big team of local people. Importantly,
skills and enthusiasm will need to be gathered from people locally who can’t attend
these workshops, so get ready to share your learning whenever you can!

Roles in Your
Neighbourhood
Places Called Home projects include a variety of roles that allow
different people in your local area to get involved in ways that
best match their individual interests, skills and abilities. Here are some
examples of roles that you might need to make your activities extra
welcoming and special – anyone can take on a role.
		
Tea Maker
			
You will have the very important role of spreading positivity and
putting smiles on faces by making and sharing warm drinks as
everyone joins in with activities, sessions and games.

Games Master

Bee

(Head Of Games)

Buddy

Storyteller

Meeter & Greeter
Help your neighbours feel welcome by saying hello as they
join, and introducing people with similar interests.
Photographer
			
As the photographer, your role will be to capture memories
and moments that show your neighbourhood in all its glory as you
take part in projects together. Capture snaps of the whole process,
from neighbours getting together to plan activities, the preparation
stages, the events and the relationships being formed in action!

Chicken

First

Ping Pong

Whisperer

Aider

Player

Shopper

Washer
Upper

Cook

Photographer

Nature

Tea

Lover

Maker

Connector

Meeter &

Clothes

Film

Badge

Greeter

Mender

Maker

Maker

Writer

DIY
Expert

Researcher

Dog
Walker

Recycler

Baker

Listener

Composter

Knitter

Maker

How Will This Work
In Your
Neighbourhood
Helpful hints & tips to guide you in
starting a community project.

How to
Make it
Happen
There are lots of ways to set up and organise an Open
Table. Will it be a huge buffet out on the street, a small sit
down meal in a local space, will it be themed, or even
follow a trail and take place in multiple locations? However
you decide to run one, there are a few things you’ll need to
consider when preparing.

WHERE
Local parks and green spaces are ideal
places to host a shared meal when the sun’s
out, and local community centres, cafes, or
schools are excellent for making everyone
feel welcome.
Wherever you can find, try to make it a space
that is neutral and welcoming to as many
people as possible. Ideally somewhere open
and accessible, not tucked in a backroom.
Try to map out and think about the available
options and pick the most inclusive and
inviting.

WHEN

WHO

If you are trying to host a large Open
Table, it’s unlikely that you’ll find a time
which suits everyone perfectly. Running
an online poll is often the fairest and easiest
way to get a sense of the best time for
most people. Plan at least a few weeks in
advance to give people time to change
their schedules, but not so far in the future
that people forget. Remember - you can
always plan more future events at different
times.

Who is going to oversee the event, promote
and get everything ready? A small group
of people taking a lead will make things
easier to manage. Assigning roles is
a really effective way of letting people
choose their favourite thing to organise
and get stuck in.
On the day you’ll need a few people to
help with labelling and to finish the last of
the tidying up, though everyone should
be encouraged to chip in!

Even
More to
Think
About
Getting Organised - Before
• Find a space
• Set up a small team of organisers and decide who is doing what
• Decide on a time and date
• Communicate and let people know it’s happening
• Knock on doors and speak to people face to face about the event
• Make a list of people who can attend and what food they plant to
bring

On The Day
• Get access to the space and check equipment
• Decorate the space with bunting, table dressings and whatever you
need to make the space feel welcoming. Games and music will help
set the tone
• Prepare labels and allergen info.
• Welcome people and have fun!

Labeling & More
Label Kits, Posters & Station
To make the process of labelling as easy as possible, there are
some label kits included in this pack that you can use. Use this kit to let
people know what the food is, who provided it, and if it contains any
allergens.
Create a labelling station at the event to label food. A label should get
people’s mouths watering, but also help to make sure that people eat
things that are safe for them and follow their specific diet.
		
		
What to do
Simply grab a label, fold it in half, and write down your name and the
name of your dish.
Make it sound extra tasty by adding a simple description. E.g. “Sandra’s
spicy biryani - grandma’s secret recipe!” On the back of the label, tick
any of the allergens that might be in the dish. You might also want
to make a note of dietary requirements, for example ‘made with halal
chicken’.
		
Finding Information on Allergens
					
You can find allergen information from the packaging - allergens
are normally listed in bold. If you have made a dish using multiple
ingredients, you will need to check each ingredient used. If you’re not
sure, or don’t have all the packaging to check, make a note of this on
the label by writing “allergens not known” – that way people can make
up their own minds whether it’s safe for them.
					

Printable Labels
Click here for a printable pdf.

How to Communicate
People all over the world have different ways of talking to their
neighbours. Over the garden fence, a note in a window, a tin
can telephone, and of course, WhatsApp!
Some methods are better than others at building relationships,
and others are much quicker for communicating to lots of
people, so using a mixture of methods is ideal.

personal touch that all the other methods may not, so don’t
underestimate how far a face to face chat can go!
There are loads of ways to get people communicating
effectively, and it’s always best to start with what exists
already. Is there a group for families of neighbours?
Do you have a notice board?

Different formats can be less obtrusive to different people –
ask people how they’d like to stay in touch.

Take a look at the suggestions for ways to keep people in
the loop.

A phone call to check in or a chat over the fence or on
the street are great ways of sharing some neighbourliness.
For the less tech savvy among the group, these add a

Whatsapp
Whatsapp groups have become very
popular because they allow people to
send and receive messages, pictures,
videos and voice notes quickly and
on mass. Consider how you moderate
the group – it might be best to set the
messages for admins only to send info,
or just leave them open for anyone
to chat if the groups are small and
manageable.

Leaflets, Posters &
Newspapers
Posting leaflets through doors and
putting up posters in the local area
helps inform those who you may not
rea ch throug h door knocki n g or
digital methods. You can leaflet to
get people involved or inform them
of an upcoming event.

Facebook

Next Door App

You may want to create a private
Facebook page as a way for people
to share videos, photos and to plan
meetups and events. Facebook groups
are also handy for creating events and
to keep track of who’s coming along to
sessions.

Next Door is a localised app that connects
people on nearby streets. Participants can
recommend messages to each other,
reach out for support, or invite people
to events.

Promotional Materials
Designinig Eye-Catching Promotional Materials
Making the projects look attractive and welcoming is key
to a successful activity or event. A big part of making a
successful event that people want to attend is to produce
beautiful promotional materials that are shared far and
wide. Ask around to find out if there’s a designer in the
neighbourhood, it can make a big difference to have
someone involved that can quickly produce things that
look stunning!

If not, there are lots of handy shortcuts online to make it easy
for anyone to produce inviting and effective materials
to communicate and activity.
In order to support you to design eye-catching materials,
the Participatory City designers have shared their top-tips
and shortcuts for making things look beautiful and inviting.
Whether you are a designer or not, these will get you on the
right track and make sure that events and activities are full
of people.

INDOOR &
DIGITAL DESIGNS

OUTDOOR USE

There are lots of websites or Apps like
Canva that will help you layout a
design and provide templates. Make
sure everything shared digitally has
an image to grab people - you can
browse through websites like Unsplash
to find something suitable in high
resolution and free to use.

If you’re pinning something up outside,
get it printed on waterproof paper,
laminate it, or put it in a weatherproof
place. When putting them up, pick
a lamppost that gets a lot of people
walking by! Regular paper is fine for
printed material that will be indoors –
like on the counter at your local cafe, or
in the window of a shop.

SIMPLE FONTS &
LIMITED
INFORMATION
Use simple fonts and a size that is easy
to read from a short distance to entice
people over. Don’t add too much
text – just enough to give people the
information they need to get excited,
and direct them to where they can
find out more.

CONTACT
CARDS
This is a small card for you to write your
name, email or phone number so your
neighbours can get in touch. You can
include the Facebook or other online
group, but try to make it personal so
people know they have someone they
can relate to.

Getting
Other
People
Involved
Don’t forget that some people might not be online, so phone
calls and chats over the fence or on the streets are a good
way to communicate and get people thinking about the
future together. It’s really useful to have a way of staying
in touch with everyone who’s involved. Some people may
want to be super involved, and others may want to help out
for a little and take a pause, whatever the circumstance, you’ll
need to have an easy way to talk to each other.
Remember, this is a group project so try to make sure that
no individual in the community is left with having to take
control of all decision-making, and that all opportunities are
spread equally throughout the group.

Meetings
Buddy Up
There may be some people who aren’t online, or have
limited access to the internet. To keep them in the
loop, buddy that person up with someone who
(preferably) lives nearby who can hand deliver
the message, or give them a ring about important
changes, meetings and fun goings-on.

It’s easy for meetings to become a bit tiresome, but
there are all sorts of ways of keeping meetings light
and efficient! They remain a great way of checking
in, supporting each other and making group decisions
to get things done.
• Set a time and try to stick to it
• At the start of your meeting decide as a group
what is to be discussed while also leave space
at the end for comments
• Take it in turns keeping notes
• If possible, prepare refreshments together
• Bring inspirational prompts – you can even use
music

Kids Meet Up
Kids are great little chatterboxes, so if you or your
neighbours have children, just ask them to invite
their friends and the other children they play with.
Consider giving them slips or leaflets to hand out so
that they can pass on all the necessary information
to their parents 		

Health &
Safety
It’s important that someone in the group thinks about
keeping everyone safe when hosting an Open Table.
Open Table is a shared food event, so food hygiene
training is commended, and it is essential to think
about allergens and diets when planning an activity.
Ask someone to take on the role of thinking about
safety, and use the information provided to help
manage food safely at your activity.
Most people suffering from allergies or who follow
a specific diet will know what types of food are not
suitable for them, so the most important thing is that
ever ything on the table is labelled. Simply writing
the name of the food and where it came from is often
enough to let everyone know what they can eat.
			
Allergens
Labelling allergens is crucial. Fortunately for us, food
shops are already a step ahead, and the information is
easy to find on packets and labels.
Even if you’re preparing food, it’s easy enough to jot
down the allergens in each of the products used so that
everyone is aware of what’s inside (allergens are listed
in bold on the ingredients list).
					

Vegetarian: No meat or fish, this includes chicken and
all types of seafood.						
							
Vegan: No meat or animal products, this includes eggs,
dairy products and honey. 					
			
Halal & Kosher: Certain types of meat must be prepared
in specific ways, and certain products cannot be mixed,
like pork and dairy. 						
Packaging normally lets you know if an item follows one
of these diets, but a quick scan of the ingredients can
confirm. It’s worth asking around about whether anyone
nearby is trained in food safety or has experience in
catering to make this easier.
Due to the ever changing regulations to keep everyone
safe from Covid-19, it’s essential that any activity takes
into account the latest government rules and safety
measures. All projects must be organised in accordance
with current guidelines and suggestions in these toolkits
should be altered accordingly to make sure that they
comply.

COMMON ALLERGENS
• LINSEED

• CHAMOMILE

• SESAME SEED

• COW’S MILK

• PEACH

• EGGS

• BANANA

• TREE NUTS

• AVOCADO

• PEANUTS

• KIWI FRUIT

• SHELLFISH

• PASSION FRUIT

• WHEAT

• CELERY

• SOY

• GARLIC

• FISH

• MUSTARD SEEDS
• ANISEED

COMMON INTOLERANCES
• DAIRY
• GLUTEN
• TRITICALE
• CAFFEINE
• SALICYLATESAMINES

Special Diets
Allergens are the most important thing to consider,
because of the potential to do harm to health, but
make sure to think about the other common diets that
people follow:							
			 				

• FODMAPS
• SULFITES
• FRUCTOSE

Make Magic Combinations with Neighbours by
Mixing up Projects Together!
Blooming Tasty!

PROJECT
OPEN TABLE
ONE LINER
POT LUCK LUNCH

BLOOM
FLOWERS FOR DECORATION

Play & Snack

PROJECT
OPEN TABLE
ONE LINER
SNACK BAR

PLAY STREET
GAMES OUTSIDE

Enjoy The
Project

